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Masters on the Mountain 34
Inhaling the Pleasantries of Pain

At Truckee’s “Fighting Club”
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By Willem de Thouars

This year’s Masters on the Mountains arranged 
and organized by Sam Edwards, Frank 
Broadhead and Daniel Schnurrenberger, with 

the organizing skills of Nikki Carter and filmed by 
herself, Irene Fredericks and Anders Edwards, was 
an idea camp of exploring the finer skills of combat-
ive entities and healing arts, performed by some of 
the finest of practitioners. 
 It was so more geared to bring to surface the 
finer point of martial behaviorism in people.
 As far as I can see or even comprehend, 
everyone attending, training and teaching was a 
master in his or her on right. It was training for the 
fun of it, and inhaling pain through the pleasantry 
of pain.
 Nothing can beat gatherings like the one I 
experienced, already for 34 times in Truckee. The 
gathering was rather intimate just like my own gath-
ering in Colorado. Small gatherings are often way 
much more as blessful gatherings, full of joy, laugh-
ter much like monkeys in a pen.
 Unlike most events and in relationship to 
combative styles, none can compare to Masters on 
the Mountains; and this year, was a true adventure 
with Sam, the folks involved and the players. The 
gentle individuals who taught were awesome in a 

right prospective of thinking and showed the best of 
excellent skills. What I liked about the whole event 
was – no one was a ‘master’ or full of himself. Every-
one else was just a down to earth individual. Which 
is beyond words not highly visible at other events – 
more ‘masters’ than students.
 The teachers were Santiago Terasses (Saints), 
Roger Sadlo, James Painter, Sergey Makarenko, a 
huge Russian, a fine pentjac silat practitioner, who 
is so soft –  he can be soft or belligerent – and is 
someone to fear. Guru Daniel Prasetya has a knife in 
every pocket and outrageous mind bending tricks to 
share, along with his constant and infectious smile. 
Michael La Chapelle has fine qualities in mixing 
ju jitsu and judo and the striking arts. Guru Keith 
Moffet and Chuck Stahmann, each teaching and 
showing they know what I know. From Germany, 
Puerto Rico and New York City, Wilfredo Gonzalez, 
having great soft martial art skills that penetrate to 
the heart of the matter, also taught a tango dancing 
session towards the end.
 Others of our martial family explained 
and shared their healing skills. Sifu Janet Gee was 
awesome as usual with her kung fu energy. At my 
request she fulfilled my expectation with a good 
kung fu performance.
 Saints and James had really not only amused 
me, but also brought me to appreciate them more as
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martial healers. They had performed some healing 
aspects on me and others. Especially Saints made
me even more aware because as the big man that he 
is, can be also the best of healers in physical therapy. 
I always have great admiration for James Painter; 
he is not only good on the ground but very much a 
deadly man with his tactical boxing skills. His feet 
at work are quite amazing to watch in counter for 
counter action. I had a long and pleasant conver-
sation with James; behind this big giant of a man 
hides also a jewel of a man, who is quite outreaching 
to others. 

After all, Masters on the Mountains is not 
about a style or art, but a small martial 
environment hidden deep in the Sierras of 

Nevada. The members are all caring for each other 
and share alike as family; my reason to feel very 
attracted to them. It is unusual to find a wild bunch 
of healthy martial practitioners as the ones in the 
Sierra Fighting Club.
 With Sam Edwards and Frank Broadhead 
there is always a new experience to learn. Frank a 
gentle little man (an ex-District Attorney), an excel-
lent wine maker and Tai Chi seasoned practitioner.
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Books by Eureka Productions

Available at Amazon.com in paperbook, audio CD and Kindle ebook.
COMING SOON: "Highway 20 Love Songs," "A Cowboy Named Emmet (Death 

Song of a Son Who Missed The West)" and a memoir by Willem de Thouars. 
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 With Sam always a large surprise and in a setting of 
much friendship and big enjoyable laughter.
 Sam as a man is quite a martial artist and 
well constructed to do surprisingly, a huge damage 
to an opponent who is unaware of this playful 
gentleman. Sam can with ease accept physical pun-
ishment and deal out “indulgingly” some surprises 
and at age 73 deserve my greatest admiration, as a 
‘slightly younger’ brother.
 In the middle of the small town of Truckee, 
Sam has opened a school and calls it “our fighting 
club.” James teaches every other week his Painter’s 
ju jitsu and Saints teaches there every week, and 
there is also traditional and powerful energy enhanc-
ing circle walking, combatively speaking called pa 
kua. The school has a wonder of past history graced 
with wonderful memorable events. This was the 
34th Masters with fellow teachers known to me and 
my students of the old ways coming together to 
share knowledge.
 The city of Truckee has a certain magic, able 
to trigger attraction to a place in the center of the 
Sierra Mountains and from its background; the 
railroad at the beginning before the Golden State of 
California, became the Golden State’s 
gold mines and charcoal and some 
silver mining were strongly attached 
to Truckee’s past. Some old hotels 
are left from the good old days of the 
gold mining rush times.
 My reason for calling Mas-
ters: a new frontier for me to expand: 
the seeds I started to plant some 
years ago had flourishingly began 
to endeavor to good adventures in 
healthy progression. There are here 
in our small community no sigungs, 

“pendekars” or “supreme grandmas-
ters,” and only open to individu-
als who know their stuff as simple 
people without their uniforms or 
dressed up rehearsals.
 The event went on with a 
big surprise of Guru Daniel Prasetya, 
who had most people hanging on 
long electrical tubes of glass. They 
brought out fluorescent light fixtures 
and people had to hang on the glass 
tubes, only supported by cotton 

sleeves that held up people and weight only if totally 
relaxed. It was a successful and a great event.
 Lastly people were shown how to drop light 
bulbs with the right attitude of mind and have them 
bounce like ping-pong balls, without breaking the 
essence of glass. (Although a few were seen to eat 
some glass; Daniel said if you chewed well, it’s only 
sand.)
 That too was quite successful.
 In closing may there always be peace in 
our midst, as there is a lasting harmony between 
me, and the members of my martial arts extended 
family and friends. Experience is the teacher of all 
things.  
 The masters known to the world are deep 
inside withdrawn; nothing to be feared, only the 
ones who hunger for knowledge are the most 
worthy. It is easy to study and acquire intelligence as 
a source for information; common sense is the hard-
est to achieve in mankind.

Salam in peace,
Sing Sei Willem Dethouars 
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